
Piano Tiles 2™

**About Piano Tiles 2**

With Piano Tiles 2, users can turn their smartphone or tablet into a piano. In contrast to classical

piano playing, only the black tiles and not the white tiles may be touched here.

Piano Tiles 2 is one of the most popular games for smartphones and tablets, with around 900

million players worldwide. The game principle of Piano Tiles 2 is very simple: You play the piano,

but you can only touch the black and not the white tiles of the piano keyboard. To make the feeling

of playing piano even more real, many popular classical pieces can be played in the levels. Since

the tiles sometimes come very fast and at short distances to each other, the game requires

concentration and speed.

**Piano Tiles 2 - Features:** 

- Play Piano: In Piano Tiles 2 you can play many songs on the piano. The app presents you a piano

keyboard, on which you can only touch the black and not the white tiles. The faster you touch a

black tile, the more points you get. The gameplay is very simple, but there are numerous levels and

songs that are quite difficult and challenging. Since some black tiles are very fast and come at

short distances to each other, concentration and speed are very important.

- Special keys: The simple playing principle of Piano Tiles 2 has been supplemented by special

and, in some cases, more difficult keys. For example, long tiles are available now that you need to

press longer than normal buttons.

- Wide selection of songs: The app provides both classical pieces by Beethoven, Mozart or Chopin

as well as modern pop songs. In addition, new songs are added with every app update.

- Play against opponents from all around the world: In Piano Tiles 2 you can not only play alone,

but also compete against opponents from all around the world. Pick a song and find out who gets

more points. You can also challenge your Facebook friends and compare yourself directly with

your clique.

- Connect to Facebook: If you sign in to the app with your Facebook account, you can easily sync

your game to other devices. Because of that, your efforts are never lost.

Conclusion: Piano Tiles 2 convinces above all by a simple and intuitively learnable gameplay,

which also requires concentration and speed. There are many classical and contemporary pieces

available so that you can always discover new songs and challenge your piano skills.


